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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes

1963-1964

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIC O
r .~ .

I

March 10, 1964

•

A 11

Tc :

Membe rs of the Fa cu 1 t y

11,,

from :

John N. Durr ie, Secretary

SubJect:

March Meeting

The March meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday , March

17th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:

1,· .

1.

Election of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty f o r
1964-65.

2.

Election of a Secretary of the Voting Faculty to
serve for a term of three years, 1964-67.

3.

Election of a member-at-large of the Policy Committee ,
to serve for a term of two years, 1964-66.

4.

Report of the Library Committee -- Professor Hamilton.

5.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill vacancies
on standing committees -- Professor Swihart.

6.

Election of a faculty representative to the Administrat ive
Committee, to serve for a term of three years, 1964-6 7 .

7.

Nominations for the awarding of additional honorary
degrees at Commencement -- Dean Parish for the
Graduate Committee.

8.

Proposed revised statement of functions and duties of
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee -- Professor
Swihart for the Policy Committee. (Statement attached. )

9.

Nominations to fill thirteen vacancies on the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee as follows: five regular
members for two-year terms, three regular members for
one-year terms (Professor Kahn is a carry-over member
through 1964-65); and five alternates for on7-year
terms.
(NOTE:
The revised policy on academi~ fr~edom
and tenure has the following to say about nominations:
"Nominations shall be made from the floor a~ the
.
reg~l~r faculty meeting preceding the.ele~tion mee~ing.
Add~t~onal names may be placed in nom1nati~n by written
Petition signed by five members of the Voting Faculty
Presented to the Faculty Secretary at lea~t ten days
before the scheduled election meeting· 11 lfresumably
the election meeting will be on April 14;) i• The agenda
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March

Meet 1.ng

Paye i.

for the election meeting shall contain the names an d
departments of all nominees." The following quotations
from the revised policy are also ~ertinent for purposes
of making nominations:
i£1omine~e} shall be members of
the Voting Faculty with tenure ~nyone whose tenure
decision date has passed without adverse notification
has tenure under the revised policif .... For the
purpose of this section , members of the Voting Faculty
shall include neither departmental chairmen nor others
designated as ex officio members of the Voting Faculty
in Art. I, sec. l, {b) of the Faculty Constitution.
Not more than one member of any department shall serve
as a regular member or an alternate on the Committee
at the same time ..•. Regular Committee members and
alternates should be elected because of their known
independence and objectivity and because they can be
expected to exercise an informed judgment concerning
the teaching and research qualifications of other
faculty members.
11

11

lo. Student Standards Policy -- Professor Swihart. (Statement
attached.)
11 · Revised statement of functions and duties of the Student
Standards Committee -- Professor Swihart. (Statement
attached.)

Enclosure: Summarized Minutes of February 11, 1964 Meeti n~ .

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Meeting
March 17, 1964
Summarized Minutes
The March 17, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
Dr. Ried was re-elected Vice Chairman of the Faculty for 1964-65.
Mr. Durrie was re-elected Secretary of the Faculty for a threeyear term, 1964-67 •
. .
~

. l

:

.
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Professor Regener was re-elected a member-at-large of the Policy
Committee for a two-year term, 1964-66.
Professor Hamilton, chairman of the Library Committee,
presented an annual report to the Faculty, as required in the
Committee's statement of functions and duties. He noted that
in June, 1963, the Faculty had approved a revised statement of
such duties which eliminated the Committee's function as an
appropriation body and focused its attention on Library policy
~nd operations. He said that too little time had elapsed since
institution of the Committee's new duties to make a meaningful
report, but he pointed to the need for clarification in certain
area~, among these the relationship between Librarian, Library
Committee, and Administration.
Brief discussion concerning the method of determining the
chairmanship of the Committee was followed by Faculty
approval of Professor Hamilton's report.
Professor Swihart, on behalf of the Policy Committee, mad7
~he.following nominations for service on the Library Committee
Juring Semester II: Professor Cottrell as chairm~n; Professors
· W. Park and Thompson to replace Professors Hamilton and
Evans who are on leave. These nominations were approved.
!~~e~sor Wynn was elected faculty representative on the
inistrative Committee for a term of three years, 196 4 - 67 •
:~~;~~sor Coke, for the Graduate Committee, recommended the
Co
ing of honorary degrees as follows: At the June
Wi~7ncement exercises -- Ralph J. Bunche, Doctor of Laws;
of lam O. Douglas Doctor of Laws; Sir Roy Harrod, Doctor
d a~aws; Clark Ker~ Doctor of Laws; at the Fine Arts Center
0 : l~ation in the f~ll -- Richard Buckminster Fuller, Doctor
It Fine Arts. These nominations were approved by tJ:ie. Faculty.
be ~!s requested that : the names of the proposed recipients
ace pt confidential until approval by the Reg~nt~ ai:id .
eptance by the individuals of the Presidents invitation.

Professor Swihart, for the Policy Committee, asked that the
Faculty approve a revised statement of functions and duties
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. He pointed
out that the statement simply incorporates Section 20 of
the revised Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy, approved
by the Faculty on February 11.
This approval was given.
The following persons were nominated to fill thirteen
vacancies on the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee:
Professors Baughman, Blum, Bundy, Cottrell, Crawford,
Freedman, Dabney, Goode, Green, Hamilton, Keller, Keppers,
J. V. Lewis, Lopes, May, Mayer-Kalkschmidt, Newman, Norman,
Schroeder, Stahl, Weihofen, Woodhouse, Wynn, and Zintz.
It was explained that the election meeting would be held
on April 14 and that additional names might be placed in
nomination by written petition signed by five members of
the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty Secretary at
least ten days before the meeting.
Professor Swihart presented a proposed Student Standards
Pol~cy for consideration by the Faculty. He said that th 7
poli~y had been drafted by an ad hoc committee of t~e Policy
Committee and that it had been approved by the President,
~he Student Standards Committee, and the Policy Cornrnitt7e
itself. After considerable discussion, the recommendation
of the Policy Committee to adopt the policy was approved
by a narrow margin, and a motion to reconsider was then
passed. Accordingly, the item will be placed on the agenda
of the next meeting for further discussion.
The meeting adjourned at 5:55 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

0C

. "'-··

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 17, 1964

The March 17, 1964 meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a
quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY There are several elections on the
agenda today. In each case the secretary will be asked to
describe the duties of the person or committee to be elected
and the method of balloting. The first item is the election
of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty for 1964-65. Mr.
Durrie.

E lec ti o n o f
Vi c e Chai rman
of Fac u l ty

MR. DURRIE The Vice Chairman presides at meetings in the
absence of the President and the Academic Vice President or
when the presiding officer wishes to speak from the floor.
If there is more than one nominee, voting shall be by ballot.
POPEJOY The present incumbent is Dr. Harold Ried.
Nominations are now in order.
MEMBER

I nominate Dr. Ried.

MEMBER

Second.

POPEJOY
nations?

There is a second.

Are there additional nomi-

MEMBER

I move nominations cease.

MEMBER

Second.

POPEJOY I take i t with the motion that nomination not
nly ceases but Dr. Ried will be elected by acclamation. All
inf avor say II aye. 11

0

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? .. It is carried. The next item is the
e l ecti on of a Secretary
· of the Voting Faculty forte
h
h
treeYear t erm, 1964-67. The secretary prepares and d is
· t ri· b u t es
th e a
·
0 f
genda for faculty meetings , arranges for the keeping

Election of
Secretary
of Faculty
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rerbatirn minutes, maintains an indexed file of such minutes,
prepares and distributes a summary of the minutes, and notifies those affected by actions of the faculty.
The present
incumbent is Mr. John Durrie, Secretary of the University.
He is not a candidate for this position; I should say,
however , that it is part of his regular duties f Nominations
are now in order.

MEMBER

I nominµate Mr. Durrie.

MEMBER

Second the motion.

POPEJOY

MEMBER

POPEJOY
"aye."
FACULTY

Is there another motion?

I move the nominations be closed, Mr. President.
All in favor of Mr. Durrie , indicate by saying

Aye.

POPEJOY Carried. The third item on the agenda is the
election of a member-at-large of the Policy Cammi ttee , to
serve for a term of two years, 1964-66 . The two-year term
of Professor Regener expires at the end of this semester.
Mr· Durrie .
DURRIE The Constitution defines the Committee as fol1
ow~: The Policy Committee is empowered to define duties,
nominat e members, and designate
.
.
·
chairmen
for the standing
co .
. nunittees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation
wvit? the President of the University and confirmation by the
oting F a cu 1 ty; to schedule reports from any of these comm·t
cl e~s at designated meetings of the University Faculty; to
.
.
. general whenever
s onsiaer
h
ma t ters of educational
policy
in
t~c matters are not appropriate to any specia 1 committee;
F make reports and recommendations direct to the University
acuity f or action
.
ana
by that body; and to express to the Regents
others
Faculty
points of view when authorized to do so by
th
e
Vot·
si
ing Faculty.
By petition of members of the Faculty,
ngly
or
in
groups
the Policy committee shall serve to repreS ent s
,
.
worth Uch members before the Regents in any matter believed
Y by that Committee.
The Policy Committee is elected as follows: One member
ectea b
by th
Y each of the College Faculties; one member elected
by th: ~ra~uate Committee; and three members-at-large elected
oting Faculty, of whom not more than two shall be from
el

Election of
Memb er-atLarge to
Pol i c y
Committee
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any one college.
(Since the two carry-over members-atlarge for next year are from different colleges, this ruling
has no bearing in the present election.) Deans and ex-officio
members are not eligible to serve on this Committee.
The Constitution states that after completing two successive two-year terms on the Policy Committee, a member may
not serve again until two years have elapsed . Under this
ruling only Professor Runge is ineligible for this election.
Also, of course, the present members of the Committee whose
terms continue through next year, are ineligible.
Listed on the blackboard is the membership of the Policy
Cornrni ttee as presently established for 1964-65, including the
following whose election by their colleges for the 1964-66
~rm has recently been announced: Business Administration,
Professor Edgel; Engineering, Professor Houghton; and Law,
Professor Weihofen. The Graduate Committee representative
will be named after the 1964-65 Graduate Committee has been
approved by the Faculty.
If there are more than two nominees for member-at-large,
vote shall be by preferential ballot . Those counting the
ballots have requested that you list all the nominees on your
ballot alphabetically indicating your preference by a number
foll .
,
owing each name .
In order for your vote to be valid, there
must be a number after the name of every nominee·
POPEJOY

Nominations are in order.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Regener.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Blum.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor John Tatsch 1.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Arnold Ko~hmanJ\.

MEMBER

I nominate Ga p i.a-.n Simons .

~

.

Mea. PROFESSOR FRIEDMAN
lea! School.

t1.

KA.f-lter,"e

I nominate Professor Solomon of the

I move nominations be closed.
Second.
"

POPEJOY

aye"

Are you ready to vote?

.. All in favor say

p. 4, 3/17/64

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? . • Carried.

DURRIE (Indicating the blackboard) This is the order
in which nominees should be listed on every ballot, then
indicate your preference by a number following every name.
(Voting took place, and the ballots were collected.)
POPEJOY The next item on the agenda is a report of
the Library Committee by Professor Hamil ton.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON This I would like to preface by
stating was prepared for the January Faculty meeting, which
was not held. I came in February and i t seems I was on
~e agenda following a marked, long discussion which took
place here. Apparently I am successful this time. In fact,
I had come to the conclusion, if I don't get this over with,
my sabbatical leave will consist of coming to faculty
meetings to give this report. The Policy Committee asked
~a~ the report be given since I am through as Library
Chairman and, under the new rules, the Chairman of the
Policy Conunittee will report to the Faculty. This is the
explanation for i t .

i.

I

I

. According to the job description for the Library Committee, which was adopted by the general faculty last spring,
the chairman of the Library Committee is to make an annual
report to the Faculty in which he (a) reports II on policies
con
d' si· a7red and policies adopted;" (b) reports 11 0n the
tsp~sition of all Library funds during the past fiscal year;"
c) identifies "inadequacies in the holdings of the Library;"
ana (d) a.iscusses "other Library problems of current impor.
t
ance."
I Will be unable to cover all of these points in this
r
eport
.
.
n
. · Th e Library
Committee
has operated under its
ew dispensation only one semester. Insufficient time has
Passea
t. 0 mak ea meaningful comprehensive
.
th
report. However,
ca~lPolicy Committee did feel that an interim report was
s .ea for since a new chairman will be appointed for the
s:ring term, which is rapidly coming to a close·
I have
survea as a "lame-duck" chairman for two semesters· I
.
·
t ion
·
f or I
h 99est "l ame-duck" as an appropriate
designa
ave ser ve a for one semester as the Library Commi· tt ee
Ch·
n airman Under its old authority and one semester under its
ew one
·
d
dut ·
· Under the older dispensation the functions an
les of the Library Committee were described as follows:

Annual Report
of Library
Committee
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The Library Committee determines and maintains
broad general Library policies, conjointly with
the University Librarian. The Committee advises
with the President when a Librarian is to be
appointed; has responsibility for the major outlines of Library budgetary policy and for the
apportionment of funds for the purchase of books
and other Library materials; serves in an advisory
capacity to the University Librarian; receives
suggestions regarding the operation of the University Library; and acts as a liaison between the
Library and other departments of the University.
This seems to define a fairly broad authority. But from
revious service on the Library Committee as well as from
erving as chairman in the spring term of the last academic
ar it is my observation that one of these functions seemed
0 secure overriding importance to the almost total exclusion
of everything else. This was the matter of II apportionment of
fund s for the purchase of books and other Library materials· 11
e interest in this was largely an anticipatory one in the
~ll, but became increasingly intense as the spring term and
e of allocation approached. The Library Committee members
e .ea to play the role of legislators making sure their
gislative districts (departments and colleges) were properly
\Presented. The Library Committee took on the complexion
0. / house appropriations committee and the book budget had a
1 of the odor of the pork barrel.
· The Policy Committee's recommendation to change the functton of. th e L i· b rary Committee was an attempt to f ocus th e
ention of the Library Cammi ttee on Library operations rather
an on the mere appropriation of book funds. At least this
b s to me to be the meaning of the current description of
rary Committee functions.
It reads,
The Library Committee formulates policy on the
academic use of the University Library, to be
carried out by the University Librarian; it
evaluates Library budgetary policy and Libra:y
operation and advises the Academic Vice President
on these matters.
This s t a temen t made two marked changes in
· t h e ro 1 e 0 f
e Lib
Propr~ar? Committee. It eliminated its function as an
een ation committee .
It clearly changed the relations~ip
'lit the Committee and the Librarian by placing responsiY for f 0 rmulating
.
.
· use of the
btary
policy
on the aca d emic
on the Committee alone.
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This fall was a difficult period of transition for
I am not certain how effectively
it was accomplished. The Committee met on October 11,
ovember 21, December 4, December 19, and January 23.
t these meetings the Comrni ttee
the Library Committee.

(l} considered the handling and organization
of journals in the new Library addition,
(2) reviewed the plans of the new Library
addition and made some suggestions on them,
(3) recommended that a study of the technical
operations of the Library be made by an outside
expert,
(4) requested the University Librarian secure
cost figures on changing to the Library of Congress
classification .
In handling these matters some problems arose which
had not been foreseen when the new functions of the Commit tee
ere defined . For example, the Library Committee had suggestions to make concerning the new Library addition . Some
e bers were concerned over whether the Committee possessed
only advisory powers. In other words, they could recommend,
ut to whom and with what authority seemed to have been left
rather vague . After all, any member of the faculty, whether
.member of the Library Committee or not, could in his indiv~d~al capacity make suggestions concerning the Library add~tion . Some members wondered if perhaps the Library Comittee had become but a resolutions- passing organization.
Somewhat the same problem came up concerning the matter
of securing an outside expert to review the technical services
the Library . Was the Committee but to recommend? But
so to whom? And with what weight or authority?

~!

In each of these two cases the matter was satisfactorily
:esolvea. The recommendation of the Committee in the first
Cnst~nce was taken by Professor Schlegel from the.Librar~
1 lttee to the Library Building Committee of which he is
so a member . The second was resolved by taking the recomendati
f
on to the Vice President and by securing an a 11otrnen t
0
$l200 to hire an expert to complete the survey .
. But the new f 1;;'t ion raises a more serious question con~.~nin? the relationship of the Library Committee to the
L~brarian. The new function states unequivocally that 'The
.
,
·
s e .of
thl rary. c omm1ttee
formulates policy
on the aca d emic.u
Library, to be carried out by the Universi t y
Libr University
r·ian. ' This raises questions concerning
·
·
h i· p
the re l a t ions

• 7, 3/17/64

of the University Librarian to the Library Committee and
th meaning of "academic use."
Just to what extent is the
Librarian responsible to the Library Committee and to what
·tent is he responsible to the Administration? A large
r y area exists here which thus far remains undefined.
The meaning of "academic use" can be defined rather
narrowly or very broadly. One might raise a question
oncerning the propriety of the Committee urging a survey
of technical services. Yet such a thing as technical serices can and does affect the "academic use" of the Library.
Ju t how broadly one interprets this term probably depends
on whether the Library is looked upon as an administrative
rvice which embellishes the academic program or whether
tis in fact an integral part of the academic and research
rogram of the University. The Library Committee this year
a taken the latter positio~. This means also that the
ittee would extend the area in which the Librarian was
r sponsible to the Committee.
These are general comments rather than specific recomndations. Some of the questions mentioned may be resolved
the Library Committee continues to function and as it
uilds a body of precedent for its actions. But I feel that
in the near future the general faculty may have to resolve
of them. The committee operated for too short a time
0 come to any definite conclusions.
Thus, I leave these
problems, vague and unresolved, to my successor·
POPEJOY Thank you, Professor Hamilton. Next on the
gen~a are nominations by the Policy Committee to fill vac ncies on standing comrni ttees. Professor Swihart·
PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT Mr. Chairman, I wonder
ther there is any discussion on that report?
POPEJOY Normally the action is to spread the report
the minutes of the meeting. If you have questions you
o ld like to ask ...
YER-KALKSCHMIDT only on one point. We were very
Cort~nate to have Professor Hamilton as Chairman of the
lttee , but I felt when we heard of the new regulations
rt 1 ning
·
to the Library Committee that very much depends
n he chairman of the committee. If he is a strong,
.
pe?dent man, then the Library Committee could function
11 : lf he is not strong, then the Library Committee is
lng.but an aye-saying committee. If the Policy Corot e 18 to name the Chairman, I think this is not only

. 8, 3/17/64

difficult for the Library Committee but, in general, undemocratic . I think the committee should have the power to
elect its own chairman, as student committees do. They
elect their own chairman.
I asked several members of the
Policy Committee to look into the matter and I have never
received an answer as to what is -- whether the Policy
Committee considers it at all possible for the individual
committee to elect their own chairman. I would like to
have an answer and if no answer is possible I would like
to make a motion.
POPEJOY

Professor Swihart, do you want to answer?

SWIHART Under Section 6 of the Faculty Constitution,
the naming of chairmen is as follows: The Policy Committee
no inates, with the consent of the President of the Univer~ity. Then the University Faculty will confirm. I assume
lf the University Faculty was unimpressed or didn't feel
that the chairman nominated by the Policy Committee should
take office, they could refuse to confirm the nomination
and propose suggestions, but as I have indicated, that is
the statement of the way it should be handled under Section
6 of the Faculty Constitution.
That is the document, I
uppose , which could be subject to revision. It has been
a long time since that has been looked into and the Faculty
ight have some ideas about that.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT May I say one more thing? I discussed this with Professor Wollman, and he considered this
a Problem, and what were the feelings of the Policy Committee?
SWIHART The Library Committee asked us to consider
~e problem. I presented it to the Committee; we discussed
lt and I believe that our view -- and I can be corrected
the members of the committee -- our view was unanimous
at we should follow the Faculty Constitution, that there
as some value to an overall view that the Policy Committee
ana
·
· · d ua 1 view
·
f the F aculty might have rather than the 1nd1v1
0
~he Committee about the chairmanship. That was the
otion.' I h ope I communicated that to you, Dave.

t'

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I know what the outcome was but I
anted
t o know -- one more question. How do you change th e
c
onstitution?
tut. PO~EJoy

There are provisions provided in the Constilon itself. Professor Swihart.

f

SWIHART I am very happy for the discussion of Prosser Hamilton's report to continue if there are people

on the F

aculty who wish to raise ...

37
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POPEJOY Are there additional questions?
one here. Dr. Regener .

There is

PROFESSOR REGENER Mr. President, I wonder if it
is alright if the Faculty were allowed to vote on a
committee report? In previous times we gave cornrni ttee
reports and then the person who reported would then move
that the Faculty approve this report.
I may be wrong.
POPEJOY I think, on the basis of history, we have
done this both ways . At any rate, if you would like to
make a motion ... ?
HAMILTON If that will guarantee I don't have to come
down here to another meeting during my sabbatical, I will
ove the report be accepted by the Faculty.
POPEJOY
REGENER.

L

Is there a second?
I second.

POPEJOY

All in favor, say

FACULTY

Ay e.

POPEJOY

Oppose d?. . . Carrie.
. d

II

aye. 11

Professor Swihart.

SWIHART The Policy committee how has some nominations
to make on the Library committee. We waited -- our notion
really wasn't preposterous -- we thought we would wait until
af~e:' the discussion that we were sure Dave's report would
elicit, which would have been at the last meeting. Then
a~ the Policy Cornrni ttee meeting, taking into account the
views of the Faculty, those who spoke and the ideas that
;re presented, elicited by Professor Hamilton's report
en go back and, in our meeting, try to give weight to the
aculty
i· aeas in
. selection
. of two new mernbe rs an d a new
co .
a :nittee chairman for this semester. That didn't pan out,
~ then we were faced with the prospect of waiting until
fe orreport was given ' and then the semester would be over
e the new members and the chairman were selected, so
e were caught. Professor Hamilton and Professor Evan~ both
~n leave of absence and in their place, the Policy
eOre l.tt
'
'
Pre
ee nominates Professor Marion Cottrell, who is a
member of the committee as Chairman of the Committee
ana , ent
t
f .
'
.
.
O
c
1.11 the two vacancies on
the Committee
memb ers h ip
~~Usea by the Professors Evans and Hamilton being on leave,
'"' 1e Po1 ·
icy Committee nominates Professor James Park an d

Replacements
on Library
Committee
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Professor Louis Thompson.
nominations.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

I move the Faculty confirm these

I second.

POPEJOY

There is a second.

MEMBERS

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, say

FACULTY

Aye .

Are you ready to vote?

Question.
II

aye. 11

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. The final election is
that of one faculty representative to the Administrative
Committee, to serve for a term of three years, 1964-67, to
replace Professor Hoyt whose term expires at the end of this
semester. Mr. Durrie.
DURRIE The Administrative Committee is appointed by the
President (with the exception of the three elected faculty
embers) to perform such duties as he may prescribe. A
ember is ineligible for re-election to an immediate successive term. If there are more than two nominees, vote shall
by preferential ballot, as before.
POPEJOY
MEMBER
Conuni t tee?

Nominations are now in order.
Who are the present Faculty members on the

DURRIE Let's see. Professor Blankenship and Professor
who has been serving this year for Professor Hendrickson
lle he has been Acting Dean of Arts & Sciences -- and
Presumably next year's members would be Professors Blankenship
na Hendrickson.

tn,

POPEJOY

In addition to the one ...

DURRIE

In addition to the one elected today.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Drummond.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Mayer-Kalkschmidt.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Baker.

DURRIE

George Baker or William?

Election of
Faculty
Representative
to Administrative
Committee

.J••
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MEMBER

George Baker •

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Wynn.

MEMBER

I move nominations cease.

MEMBER

Second.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying

FACULTY

Aye .

POPEJOY

Opposed? •. Carried.

11

aye. 11

39

•

DURRIE Just the same type of balloting as before.
List all in alphabetical order and indicate preference by
number after the name -- after each name.
(The Faculty
voted and ballots were collected.)
POPEJOY The next item on the agenda will be a report
from Professor Coke of the Graduate Committee.
PROFESSOR COKE You have before you a biography, brief
as it may be, of five candidates for honorary degrees. The
process, as most of you realize, was as follows: The subcommittee of the Graduate committee considered candidates
from the Faculty. We had approximately 20 or 21, to be
exact. We reconunended to the Graduate Committee 10 candidates. The Graduate Committee held deliberations recently
and recommend now the 5 candidates you have before you·
d
Now we have, in this group, put Mr. Fuller, whose
egree has been reconunended to be given in November on the
occasion
·
·
·
th
o f th e dedication
of the Fine
Arts Center. Th e
0 t er candidates would be presented their various degrees
ah t~e June Conunencement. At the same time, Dr. Workman,
W O l.S r e t'iring
'
.
.
at Socorro, as you know, will
a l so b e given
an
honor
h'
b
ary degree. His name has already been before t i s
ody and the Regents so that would leave us with 5 possible
candid ates for the June
'
· wou ld b e
b
conunencement. Perhaps it
est to treat each of these individually as candidates and
Pass on them that way.
POPEJOY

Do you want to move for each one?

COKE y es. I move that Dr. Ralph Bunche be awarded an
onorary d egree at the June commencement.

h

l>vtt~i E'

ment·
Excuse me, Professor Coke.
ion the degree to be awarded.

It might be well to

Nominations
for Honorary
Degrees at
Commencement
and Fine Arts
Dedication
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COKE This would be a Doctor of Laws in the case of
Dr. Bunche.
MEMBER
POPEJOY

-

·

Second.
There has been a second.

PROFESSOR OLIVER I wonder if I could ask a specific
question: What is the purpose of this? What are we trying
to accomplish?
COKE The Committee and sub-committee, of which I am
Chairman, was charged with the responsibility -- by the
Cornrni ttee Dr. Prouse is Chairman of -- to select a group
of candidates who would of course, first, reflect well
on the University but, more than that, would be of much
wider range of interest and knowledge and reputation than
has perhaps been heretofore the case.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT Until now, as far as I can remember,
e~eryone nominated -- haven't they all had a close connection
with the University or with the southwest? I may be wrong,
but_ this was the feeling I had and in this list there is not
a single person.
COKE I beg your pardon.
Albuquerque .
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

Dr. Bunche went to school in

Well, grade school.

COKE Well, there is a connection. Also the second
:~didate, Justice Douglas, is certainly strongly identified
1th the West.
~

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I wonder whether, in view of these
questions, you might have the statement that is generally
reaa be£
. .
.
ana
ore these names are voted on as to qual1f1cat1ons
our general policy at this University.
0

is

POPEJOY I think we have it but, normally, the statement
reaa at the time the nominations are solicited.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT
POPEJOY

It is also read at the time of voting.

You might just as well read it if we have it.

see. DURRIE I may have it in the back Minutes here· Let me
·· I am afraid not. This is Dean Pa@sh at the November
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eting . (Mr. Durrie read Dean Parish's statement which
receded recommendation of the candidates.)

MEMBERS

I

Question.

Question.

POPEJOY We are voting on Ralph Bunche for the
onorary degree, Doctor of Laws. All in favor, indicate
by saying II aye. "
FACULTY

Aye .

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The motion carries.

COKE

Justice Douglas would be the same, Doctor of

Laws.

MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The motion carries.

MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY

There is a call for the question.

DEAN SMITH

POPEJOY

SMITH

This is a blanket motion?

By that, what do you mean?

Are these to be individually moved as before?

I don't think it is necessary to vote on the
hOle POPEJOY
g
roup afterwards.

i!~ITH

No, whether we are to assume a motion is before
each candidate.
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POPEJOY Somebody move d this last one, I believe, and
there was a second .
All in favor, indicate by saying II aye.
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The "aye's" have it.

COKE

11

Sir Ray Harrod would be a Doctor of Laws.

PROFESSOR F
DMAN The name is Roy, and I think y o u've
got the University wrong, too, on that.
COKE

We've got the University wrong?

FR!EDMAN

Unless I'm mistaken.

The one I know is Poitier.

DEAN WYNN Mr. President, could we hear a little bit from
th e Chairman of the Conuni ttee on why they particularly recommend these 7 out of all the people in the world?

MEMBER

We ' ve already voted on three of them.

Might as

Well,,.

COKE In what sense did you wish me to speak? There
~ere some 21 persons who were nominated by the Faculty· That
~s all tha t were nominated by the Faculty out of all the people
in the world , so that is what we had to work with ·
MEMBER

Nobody nominated Winston Churchill?

Sel COKE

And , out of the 21, then the Graduate Conunittee
My conuni ttee selected 10 out of the 21
the Graduate Conunittee selected 5 out of the 10.

ana ectea this group .

WYNN

That is just the information I think we needed.

POPEJOY

There is a question back here.

PROFESSOR DUKE Is there any kind of communication tha t
parti1 back to the Faculty -- to the ones who nominated
·
· t i· on
h ar p eople that weren ' t chosen as to what the d isposi
appens t
.
'
0 be, if any?

90

c/

8

~COKE In the sense that of the 21 we have the 5 here
~fore us and the others, obviously, have dropped by the
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wayside. You mean is there a specific report on the disposition of their names?
DUKE

Yes.

COKE No, there is no structure to take care of this.
At least, I had no instructions to account to the various
members of the Faculty who nominated people.
FREEDMAN Can you indicate that the nominees who have
survived are indeed superior to those who have fallen by
the wayside?
COKE

I don't know how I could.

In what sense?

DUKE
I have never heard of Sir Roy Harrod: I have
heard of some of the other persons who haven I t been presented
today.
COKE There are very special circumstances surrounding
Sir Roy Harrod. Professor Fre edman is on the Comrni ttee and
knows whereof he speaks -- that is, on the sub-comrni ttee ·
If you are wondering where this gentleman came from when he
was not in on the deliberations, under rather special circumstances the Graduate Committee decided to consider Sir
Roy Harrol d as a proper candidate at this time because of
the fact that he is in this country -- (laughter from the
Faculty) -- well, we couldn I t bring him from England -- and
~he members of the Graduate conunittee were given the biographical inf ormation
·
·
h im
·
·
th e
and a vote was taken to include
in
1
to ~eople that would be considered by that body for presenation to you .
MAYER- KALKSCHMIDT How are we sure that Sir Roy Harrod
hash
eard of the University of New Mexico.
Is

COKE Has he heard of it?
that important?
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

I am not at all sure he has.

y es, I thi'nk so •

th
C~KE I am not at all sure that Candela had heard of
e Univ
don , t t ~rsi· ty , yet we honored him some 60 days ago. I
hink there is any great relevance .
Commi!ROFESSOR PROUSE May I just point out that the Gr~duate
Yea
tee has not changed in its function from any previous
r. It has had a sub-committee working in past years.
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This year it was recorranended that the sub-committee give
more attention to possible candidates than just nominations
fran individuals, but the sub-committee of the Graduate
Committee serves strictly as an advisory, not an administrative, function for the Graduate Committee, and the
Graduate Committee has its own right to raise any name
it pleases, whether it came through its own sub-committee
or not.
FR( ELMAN I didn't mean to challenge the right of the
Graduate Committee to present any name it wishes without
regard to the sub-cornrni ttee.
I was just curious on what
basis -- what standards were used -- to reject names proposed by the sub-committee after the names had come from
the various colleges.
COKE

You mean what was the procedure?

FR DMAN No. on what basis were names rejected and
a new name introduced.
COKE The name of Sir Roy Harrod was added to the group
presented by the sub-cornrni ttee. The entire Graduate Cornrni ttee
voted by a point system on the entire group, including Sir
Roy Harrod.
FREEDMAN

With the limitation they would only choose 5?

COKE The limitation was a practical limitation. We
decided that 5 was about what we could accommodate at the
June Commencement. Is this correct?
DURRIE

Plus two other possibilities we now have.

COKE Well those have been before this body but have
not, as yet, either accepted or rejected the invitation.
DURRIE

Right.

ab
PROFESSOR SIMONS I think what some of us are curious
h out, we don't know much about this man; we don't know why
e was
·
b esi· a es b eing
·
Br·
. se 1 ected. What is his special eminence
kn~~J.:h. Wh? is he? There is our difficulty; .we don't
he basis of his eminence so if we could Just have a
.
1lttle
1 . .
c arification.
COKE

Would someone in his field care to answer?
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PROFESSOR WOLLMAN Sir Roy Harrod is one of the most
eminent living economists today and he is one of the eminent
scholars of Oxford University and has been there for many
years. I didn't realize that his name was in this list so
I can hardly come prepared to give you an extensive vi ta
other than what I have just said. I would be glad to try
to answer any specific question. I would have about the
same response to make for Clark Kerr. His name is here,
too -- which I didn't know was on the list either. They
are both -- I think, in spite of Professor Fre edman's
ignorance of Sir Roy Harrod, in other academic circles the
name would be readily recognized.
FRfEDMAN Could we at least know his first name?
say Ray, 11 some II Roy. 11

Some

II

WOLLMAN Roy.
I should like, while I am up, to make
a very minor correction in connection with Clark Kerr. The
10th line from the bottom indicates he is a member of
American Royal Western Economics associations. I would like
to delete "Royal. 11 On the other hand, the British Economic
association,
I think I does have in i t somewhere the name
tt
11
Royal - - Royal Economic society, of which Sir Roy Harrod
was a member, and he served for many years as the editor of
the ,gconomic Journal which is the publication of the Royal
Economic Society.
COKE

Thank you.

POPEJOY

Dr. L 1. b o.

PROFESSOR LIBO Would it be possible to know the list
21
of
and the list of 10?
in

POPEJOY I might answer that question by saying that,
the past, this information has not been made available.

p
COKE I think that might be very embarrassing for those
eople
Who were not in this final choie e and, with a body
a
s
larg
· in
· f orma t ion
·
mi
e as this, i t is almost inevitable this
ght become public.
the POPEJOY I think the question about whether or not
not. P~rson Who nominated the proposed beneficiary being
th lfiea is an important one and I believe we should have
· t ion.
·
It e Gr a auate Office notify the ones who made the nomina
si/eems to me they have a right to know -- of course,
ence is an answer.
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FReEDMAN

I have a question of information. Can nominations be made from the floor after the Graduate Committee
akes its recommendations?

POPEJOY If we are under the order of new business, I
believe nominations can be made at that time. We are now
under the order of committee reports. I suspect a committee
report can be changed by action on the part of the body, too.
It means you could add to it.
Are you ready to vote?
MEMBERS

Question.

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying

FACULTY

Aye .

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The chair is not in doubt.
doubt about the vote? . • Carried.

II

aye. 11

Is anyone else in

COKE Mr. Clark Kerr is nominated for the honorary
degree , Doctor of Laws,
D.

@.

MEMBERS

Question.

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

A ye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

Carried.

DEAN ADAMS Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question.
1n appro
.
.
wasn I t ving
the granting of the degrees to these five
men,

th

Part of the action of this Faculty to determine when

e deg rees should be granted?

·

COKE

The Graduate Committee did make that decision

in the case of one of the candidates.
Vote

ADAMs

Would a change in that decision require a further
of this Faculty, or is it an administrative decision?

COKE

Mr. President, what is the answer?
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POPEJOY Offhand, based on decisions made before for
the Convocation, I think the plan is to go ahead and
invite the one who couldn ' t come to that to the Commencement. Isn't that right?

DURRIE Normally there is only one occasion for
awarding honorary degrees during the year so the problem
hasn't come up before. Once in a while we have deferred
them from one year to another. This is true.
POPEJOY But I believe we haven't brought them back
to the Faculty. Is that true?

DURRIE Once they have been approved, this is true.
They can then be awarded the degree at any time.
ADAMS The reason I asked the question, it related
to the question of granting the degree to Fuller in the
fall, at the time of the dedication of the Fine Arts Center.
I am delighted to see r. Fuller receive the degree and
I voted in favor of the motion, but I do feel that to award
only one degree at that dedication might raise some possible
questions, and the other nominations which were made in
~e field of Fine Arts have not survived to this point so
that I feel I would like to see it open, at least for some
adininistrative
· ·
.
consideration as to whether the degree should
be
'
granted Fuller in June or November.
Pull COKE I think I can answer that. The inclusion of Mr·
w·uer for November does not exclude other candidates that
1
be considered at a future meeting.

ADAMs This is true; however, I am wondering if other
candidat
·
gibl
es proposed and already turned down are sti· 11 e 1 ie for further consideration.
list COKE They are still eligible. No one on the Fine Arts
mitt except Fuller has been brought before the Graduate Cornee at this t J.Ine.
·
Arn 1 F~EEDMAN You mentioned two others, possible candidates·
mistaken that there were three others?

DURRIE

This is right.

FREEDMAN

And all three are still possibilities?

Yes. That would mean those 3 and 4 would make 7 •
·
ee, this was one of the limitation problems brought up
in the number
of people.

You s COKE
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r

ADAMS I think you can see the question I am raising.
If they are not going to be considered until fall, as to
what else might be done, then the situation might exist
that this would be the only one.
COKE

This is true.

ADAMS My feeling is that in that circumstance, it would
be better to grant Fuller the degree in June.
COKE I understand your uneasiness, but believe we have
taken care of that in a later meeting.
ADAMS Only by predicting what the Faculty may do in that
meeting -- which I wouldn't care to predict.
COKE No . Only in the sense that they will be presented
with other candidates at a future meeting of the Faculty.
POPEJOY

Before this semester is over.

PROUSE In line with the question Dean Adams has raised,
~hether degrees will be granted in various fields in November,
it seems to me to be a good possibility that, under the circumstances, all at that time would have to be in Fine Arts.

a·

COKE This was not the point that was brought up and
iscussed, other than at that point the Fine Arts Center
~oula be dedicated and the ceremony would be presumed to be
in that Particular area.
Wh' P~OUSE Plans, for example, are now being worked on
or lch 7nvolve a program of alumni or civic leader seminars,
· interest.
·
h · is
· prema t ure
sinvarious con f erences of public
Tis
ap ce the plans are being worked on and it is probably inp/ropriate to reply at this time but, in addition to the
Arts dedication we also have Homecoming as well as the
Pone.
SSlbil'
'
Will
ity of a series
of alumni seminars which, of course,
det embrace different areas . Although we don't wish to
ev ract from the dedication of the Fine Arts Center, other
·
ofents are planned that would make appropriate the awarding
other d egrees if the Faculty felt so inc
· 1 ine
· d·
l

.
ADAMs I wasn't attempting to assume it would all be
ln
con
h
nection with the dedication of the Fine Arts Center;
owever I
Cation
•
'.
am informed there will be no other general Convoin the fall with the entire Faculty in attendance.

DURRIE

This is true.
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Therefore the fall ceremony is not comparable to
the one held in February and I have assumed it might have
a slightly different character and structure. If it is to
be a general Convocation and degrees in many fields, then
obviously the question raised with regard to Mr. Fuller has
no meaning .
ADAMS

DURRIE No, I think you are perfectly right. The decision
was made there would not be a general convocation and if there
is awarding of honorary degrees at that time, it would be
through the responsibility on the platform of possibly the
academic deans and the Regents. There would be no general
assembly of the Faculty for this purpose.
) EAtl FITZ.

I would like to raise one point. It seems to me
we ought not to have it known in any sense by the public that
these men have been nominated until they have agreed to accept
the degrees. It is not good for the University to have it
known that ·they have been asked and turned down.
A

1'uR "-11:
N.lns HIT!

I was about to make that remark. The Dean of
the Graduate School usually requests that. It is very unfortunate if the;1 learn anything about this or it is made public
before acceptance. This is perfectly true.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT That raises the question, if we can
keep ourmouth shut about 5 I don't understand why we can't
be trusted t o keep our mouth shut about 21. Is t h e ques t ion
·
open again whether we could have the 21 names read?
~0PEJOY Well, the question remains, do you want to have
e 1lSt in
'
your hands which has a negative reaction to the
nam
es
of
· ·
I
.
some people as compared to the ones that are positive.
.
.
do think th e b est way to leave that is
this:
The Comrni. tt ee
~k
"11

n~~r on eac? occasion, I am sure, sort of li~i t itself. to a
it.
a~d, in the picking of the 5 at this time, I believe
ee~~n fair to say -- a 1 though I was not in the Cornrni t tee
do
g -- that the fact that the others were not selected
·
·
ne es not · mean that the Committee took a negative
posi· t ion
cessar·1
.
.
.
5~
i Y against any of them, simply that this group 0 f
as selected.
CORE

They.received the highest vote in numerical voting.

of th:Ol?EJoy I believe, though, that if any individual member
Colll!n· Faculty wanted to see the minutes of the Graduate

the ~:tee' that these, in a sense, are public docum~n ts for
bein cul ty · I have long since gotte n over the bus~ness. of
g sensitive about information concerning the University.
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s a matter of fact, i t takes a rather optimistic person
to believe that the action taken today by the Faculty on
these 5 will remain forever secret until announced publicly as public information by that division of the
University. The mere fact that we ask this be done
frequently generates a lot of enthusiasm to do that very
thing. It seems to.
t}v(l..~IG'

I think i t is fair to say, too, that because
these ames are brou ht in today, there is no reason why
.
""•"ccess~f ca:....J, ~.s
.
na 1nat1onsl\
may riot e made again.
That has happened many
times before and very often they are selected for a later
ward.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
Item 8 on the agenda.

Mr. Chairman, I move we move to

POPEJOY Professor Swihart will present a proposed
revision of the statement of functions and duties of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Cammi ttee.
SWIHART Yes. The proposed statement of functions
and duties of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure,
~ich is appended to the agenda, merely incorporates Section 20 of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy, and an
approval of this proposed statement would add this stateent to the by-laws of the Faculty and then, under those
by-laws, would be appended to the statements of functions
and duties of standing committees. It contains nothing new
and is merely placing this statement, which the Faculty
adopted, in with the statements of functions and duties of
Ptha~ulty standing committees .
I move the Faculty adopt
1S r
'
evised statement .
FRIEDMAN

Revised
Statemen of
Functions and
Duties of
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
Committee

Second.

MEMBERS

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

A ye.

Question.

Item 9. Next we have
inations to fill 13 vacancies on the Academic Freedom and
enure Commi tt ee. Mr. Durrie.

· d•
nom. POPEJOY Opposed? • . Carrie

Nominations
for Academic
Freedom
and Tenure
Committee

51
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alternates for one-year terms. The revised policy on academic freedom and tenure has the following to say about
nominations: "Nominations shall be made from the floor at
ilie regular faculty meeting preceding the election meeting.
Additional names may be placed in nomination by written petition signed by five members of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty Secretary at least ten days before
the scheduled election meeting.
(Presumably the election
meeting will be on April 14.)
The agenda for the election
meeting shall contain the names and departments of all
nominees • 11 The following quotations from the revised policy
are also pertinent for purposes of making nominations:
11 (nominees)
shall be members of the Voting Faculty with
tenure (anyone whose tenure decision date has passed with out
adverse notification has tenure under the revised policy)
· · · · For the purpose of this section, members of the Voting
Faculty shall include neither departmental chairmen nor
others designated as ex officio members of the Voting Faculty in Art. I, Sec. 1, (b) of the Faculty Constitution. Not
more than one member of any department shall serve as a
regular member or an alternate on the Committee at the same
t'ime. ·,,
Regular Committee members and alternates should be
elected because of their known independence and objectivity
~nd because they can be expected to exercise an informed
Judgment concerning the teaching and research qualifications
of other faculty members.
11

Listed on the blackboard is the Committee as constituted
for the present academic year. Professor Kahn's term extends
through 1964-65, and the terms of Professors Green, Hamil ton,
Maccuray
.
. semester.
p
, and Wynn expire
at the end of this
Ur?fessor Vernon, as you know will not be returning to the
nive rsi· ty next year.
'
POPEJOY
dep

Nominations are now in order.

DURRIE I would suggest also, if you will name the
artment of the nominee, I will put it down.

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

Professor Steger, Mathematics.

Will DURRIE These don't have to be in order because there
be no voting today.
MEMBER

Hamilton, Economics.
Bonner Crawford, Education.
Freedman, English.

Newman, Anthropology
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FRIEDMAN

Norman , Ps y chology.

MEMBER May, Civil Eng i neering.
MEMBER

Professor Wynn , English.

MEMBER

Professor Keller, in the Department of Music.

MEMBER

Cottrell, in Engineering.

POPEJOY We need more.
MEMBER

Dr. Schroeder, Horne Economics.

MEMBER

Professor Weihofen, Law.

MEMBER

Professor Baughman, English.

MEMBER

Professor Stahl, Pharmacy.

MEMBER

Professor Woodhouse, Sociology.

MEMBER

Professor Dabney, History.

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

I move nominations close.

enough after I
elim. DURRIE May I see , first , if we have Which engineering
. inate duplicates from Departments . . •
18 Professor Cottrell?
MEMBER

Civil.

DURRIE

We have 1, 2, 3 from English.

SWIHART I think we should try to keep it open for even
more than one.
POPEJOY

You mean keep nominations open a while?

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Lopez.

MEMBER

P rofessor

~

.

Green, Physics.

depar FRQ DMAN May I ask a question about the limitation to
does :~nts? By limiting election to one from a department,
Bu 81·
ls exclude other people, School of Law, School of
710-tness Administration,
· ·
which do y:a:e
have d epa rtrnents?·
of

DURRIE I would assume it means one from the college
Law , one from Business Administration, and so on.
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FRIEDMAN I want to nominate Professor Goode from
Business Administration.
MEMBER Somebody should nominate someone from medicine
but I don't know the names •
MEMBER

Nobody has tenure.

DURRIE Nobody has tenure -- well, Professor Papper
would: he has tenure.
MEMBER

But he is a Chairman.

DURRIE Yes, and would be ineligible. Now some of these
people may be on leave, also, during the year. I am not sure.
Professor Steger, you were going to be on leave, I believe,
Semester I?
PROFESSOR STEGER

Right.

DURRIE

I guess that would eliminate you as a candidate.

STEGER

Right.

PROFESSOR HUBER
MEMBER

someone nominated Professor Zintz.

I nominate Professor Bunting, Fine Arts.

DURRIE Professor Bunting is on leave and won't be back
until second semester.
MEMBER

You are right.

MEMBER Mayer-Kalkschmidt, Mathematics.
FREEDMAN Are acting chairmen counted?
rofessor Blum?

p

DURRIE

Could one nominate

Presumably he is not acting next year.

MEMBER What if he is?
MEMBER

I nominate Wayne Bundy, Speech.

th PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON I would like to comment that i f
sere are many more nominations they won't be counted until the
elllester is
· over.
DURRIE

The ballots won't be counted today.

15s.....
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MEMBER

I move nominations close.

MEMBER

Second.

DURRIE These names will appear on the next agenda to go
to the Faculty before the election meeting.
POPEJOY Also any nominations you may want to make between
now and that time can be sent to the Secretary• s office.
DURRIE

And those will also appear on the Agenda.

POPEJOY We are now ready to discuss Item 10.
SMITH Mr. President, before we do, I believe there is no
further prescription for the election of the members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee than we have in the
ag~nda. I think there is nothing in the policy statement
w~ich refines the election process beyond just this, and you
will note the election involves five regular members for
~o-year terms, three regular members for one-year terms, and
five alternates for one-year terms. Is there more about the
method of voting?
.
DURRIE This will be included.
included with the agenda .
SMITH
offices?
DURRIE
tion

Full instructions will be

These people are not nominated for any specific
This is correct.

SMITH I was concerned where we might get into a situaf
having to vote 4 or 5 times.

0

DURRIE No, I would assume it is based exactly as the old
system
.
. .
th
high ' th at is,
preferential ballot with those receiving
e
est number ..•
SMITH

Becoming the long term members.

happ SWIHART That is stated in section 20, the problem of what
ens the first year.
POPEJOY Item 10 is a proposed student Standards Policy.
rofessor Swihart.

p

proposed
at SWIHART About a year ago the Policy Committee treated
dar~hat time several problems raised from the student Stans Committee, constituted an ad hoc committee of the

student
standards

policy

1 5 ':
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Policy Cornrni ttee composed of Dean Mathany, Dean Whiteside,
Professor ./e.r..,cu1
as Chairman, and 2 students, to
devise a draft of the Students Standards policy for subission to the Policy Committee. That ad hoc cornrni ttee
worked for a period of time and talked to a number of
people who had been involved. The ad hoc cornrni ttee also
talked with and discussed the policy with the Student
Standards Cornrni ttee, I believe this last semester. The
policy was then submitted to the Policy Cornrni ttee and the
Policy Cornrni ttee, since this particular policy involves
various functions and duties of the Faculty, presented
it to President Popejoy and consulted with him about it.
Then, as the reactions throughout were favorable, the
Policy Cornmi ttee unanimously adopted this document . At
~ur consultations with President Popejoy, he approved of
lt.
The general numbers, as you will note, of the policy
are divided into two categories, one, of the kind of
procedures before the student standards Cornrni ttee to be
followed to insure that in each case a student who is
brought before the Committee receives some due process -that. th7re is some similarity of treatment -- and, two,
~ e Jurisdiction of the committee -- what kinds of problems
s~oula come before the committee and what kinds o f prob lems
ight be outside the jurisdiction of the Cornrni ttee ·

. I am very willing to answer questions, and I am not
going. to elaborate beyond that. I know there are some
q~est1ons some o f you have
For the Policy Cornrni ttee, I
~111 rn ove the Faculty adopt• the student Standards policy
·
appended to the agenda.
HUBER

Second .

~~ · PROFESSOR FLOYD A question for clarification. I don' t
'-l1lnk ·
de . . in the statement about the Cornrni ttee it says how a
t e~~si~n is. reached regarding votes ~y the 8-member Cornrni ta 4_4 5 ~his by majority vote and, if so, what if there is
SplJ. t?

SWIHART That is, I believe, handled in the last two
sentences ·
,
·
·
(Professor
s., ·h
in the paragraph on "Jurisdiction.
1
hil · art
. r ea d s the two sentences.) So you h ave tw 0 possil.ties, either no action, or an action appealed from.
11

C

FLOYD
ltUnittee?

Is there a place of appeal higher than t h e
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SWIHART The appeal provision you will note is in the
section, "Review by President." If an appeal is taken,
llie President of the University will have the final determination.
FLOYD

Thank you .

DFAN WHITESIDE Mr. Chairman, as a member of the ad
hoc conunittee, I will have to say I was out-voted and, at
lliis time, I would like to go on record as having strong
reservations regarding the student Standards policy and
proposed functions and duties statement. For one, I feel
it is too cumbersome in process to be very practical.
Secondly, being an educational institution, I think students
are deserving of our best efforts and I don't believe these
are our best efforts: (3) it se·ems that too many sentences
in the statements of functions and duties could be lifted
out of context and misused, misinterpreted: and (4) I most
strongly object to this kind of board with this kind of
approach to be useful and helpful to women students. So,
Mr. Chairman, I recommend that the policy and the statement
0 ~ functions and duties be referred back to the Policy Comm~ee for further study and for more elaboration so that it
will be better suited for both men and women. Thank you·
SWIHART Just a minute -- one comment. We set up our
ad hoc conuni ttee, we hope, to achieve a point of view not
only male but female. we received no indication from the
:~ hoc conuni ttee that there was any kind of minority opinion
at the comrni ttee, through its Chairman, Dave Vernon,
~ubmi tted, so I assume all of these ideas have been heard·
ean Whiteside was on that sub-committee, I think.
WHITESIDE

That is correct.

SWIHART And I am not sure what the focus is, that the
icy Conunittee would look to if this were sent back.

p 1.
0

s

.MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I have a question about Part A,
.ection
2, number (e)
Rather I have two questions: one
l
s
doe
·
•
· they h ave
8 it mean if a committee ' has students on it
m
. own
chore· ri g ht s -- democratic rights -- to elect their
th:irman than a faculty committee. It needs explanation
re. Second, why is a student chairman?
n'Ulnb SWIHART The first point is well taken. We have a
ar
of committees which seem hybrids. Although they
e li t
..
trativs ed as Faculty standing they may be more.adm~nise than faculty and, too, the committee which is

e:
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evenly divided faculty-student, or maybe even facultytudent-administrative, or even faculty-student-administrativealumni as on one committee. In each of these cases the
anner in which the chairman of that committee is chosen
is on pretty much of an ad hoc basis. The Policy Committee
is presently involved in trying to determine how chairmen
of corrunittees are selected. That is Point 1. Point 2:
e notion about having a student chairman here was really
an assumed one. It was that way in the committee at present;
~e student was named chairman and (2) these students are the
peers of the persons being brought before the Committee.
ere was some indication that, in all fairness to the student, the set-up of the committee is not faculty-oriented.

)

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I am a bit worried about Dean Whiteside ' s corcunents. I am sure she had some very good reason to
ake a rninori ty report and I am wondering whether she would
care to elaborate. If she cannot, I move to table the motion
until we all know more about the reservations about this . I
ean this is, as far as I am concerned, a legal document.
I can 't read legal documents and I would rather have an
explanation now. If that would take too long, then I would
~e to table it for now.

DEAN WHITESIDE

I would be happy to go into it.

I feel
:s~ibly very much like you do in the fact that I don't
heve we need such a strong legal procedure established.
k~w, I certainly want our students to become open to all
lnds of experiences
·
·
·
I cer t ain
· 1Y
~·
-- with
some reservations.
lnk that court procedures are very necessary if we feel
e
· the f u t ure. I am
n are goi ng to have need for those in
0 ~ sure that we have that overall purpose in mind and that
point
of view
·
. regard to our students. I went a long
,
in
.. e bef ore -- in fact I have never had a brush-up wit
· h
·~
""'
'
e
1
'
a d aw myself. Maybe that is just because I am a dean -ean of women and rather a protected type of person but,
/netheless , I do feel this is too much along the lines of
ourt rebu t tals. For instance, the so on and so f or th in
·
terrn.
d~tlnology. I don't feel it is a practical org~n for stu1 ls and this is what it is for.
It is for their use and
a
so
qu
.
d
estion the approach. We would want th'
i s , o £ course,
E!l:locrat ic
· for all citizens to prove innocent or gui· ltY
1· t ·
· t can 't see
th atever
.
l.s we are trying' to do but I JUS
at
1t w
1
'
t
ela
ou d be beneficial for our women stu d ens,
wh 0
e~~ get into the same kind of behavior problems that
is anlmes men students get into. On the other hand, there
i
area of plagiarism which has no bounds as far as sex
bo concerned and there I would certainly feel that such a
ara cou1a and wOUld handle it. Does this help?
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J

YER-KALKSCHMIDT
tion.

Yes, it does.

I move to table

Is there a second?

OPEJOY

ROFESSOR VARLEY

Second.

YER-KALKSCHMIDT I have moved to table the motion in
ope that Dean Whiteside, either through her secret ry
one else, might inform us how she would chang this
ent about Student standards .
HUBER I would like to speak to the motion tot bl
t
oment. I don't believe anything is going to b
plished by this. As I understand it, an ad hoc co
appointed . The ad hoc corcunittee had on it Dean
ide , Dean Smith .• .

it-

o.

ITH

HUBER
ITH

Dean Ma th any then ..•
Yes .

HUBE
..• as well as Professor Vernon and several oth r
v just gone through the Academic Freedom and Tenur
.cy, where we were extremely interested in protecting th
1 idual faculty member as far as the procedure of du
and, as far as that is concerned, where disci lin ry
come into view, I think the student deserves ex ctly
kind of due process and this is an attempt nd thi
n .ttempt, in this particular policy -- it is almost
r tun the policy you will find in the Academic Tenure and
~ policy . I think the student deserves every bit
in the way of due process as any individual faculty
r doe .
r . Chairman, there is a motion ...

ITH

HUBER

Just a moment, please.

TH

o EJOY
HUBER

Is a motion to table debatable?
I believe it i
He spoke to his

not de

able.

motion.

H He shouldn ' t have.
If I am ruled out of ord r .. •

1:59
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POPEJOY The original motion was made and an explanation made -- the reason for giving it -- which was not
debating the merits of the motion at all.
HUBER

It was a condition, though.

He says, "if ... 11

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I was assuming that some further
report might be made available.
HUBER

Will we get such a report?

POPEJOY I think all of the words that have been said
about the motion have been listened to, even though they are
out of order.
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY It is something like the jury, when the attorney
~ails to object soon enough the whole sentence has been put
in the record anyway.
Are you ready to vote?
MEMBERS

Question.

Question.

.
POPEJOY All in favor of tabling the motion -- I believe
it takes two-thirds. Somebody help me on that.
SMITH

No, a simple majority.

ina· POPEJOY O .k., I hope you are right.
icate by saying aye."

All in favor,

II

lost.

FACULTY

A ye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY The chair is inclined to say the motion is
Would you like
.
d ?
a call of h ans.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

I would .

POPEJOY The maker of the motion would like a recorded
Vote
tab!'. not by name but by hand. All those in favor of the
ing action, indicate by holding up one of your hands.
DURR.IE

(After counting)

21.
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POPEJOY

DURRIE

Those opposed?
(After counting)

34.

If I am correct in repeating a conversation I
had with the Chairman of the Policy Cornrni ttee on the telephone this morning, the intent of the cornrni ttee which
formulated this particular document was that grades given by
professors for academic reasons, such as cheating on an examination or plagiarism, were not covered appeal-wise by this
document . Is this correct, Professor Swihart?
(Professor
Swihart nods.) Consequently, even an on-campus offense is
not appealable where a professor arbitrarily and perhaps
without sufficient justification throws a student out of
class with a grade of F.
I believe this should come within
the student standards on appeal. This is all I have to say
at this time.
HUBER

FRE:DMAN I wanted to ask Dean Whitside a question.
A student who didn't want to go through the procedure wouldn't
have to appeal any disciplinary action which was meted out
by an administration official, would he.
WHt~IDE That's right -- if he wanted to appeal only,
but I don 't read it as such.

FREEDMAN I don't think plagiarism is involved. I dis~gree with Professor Huber. I think the act of plagiarism
15 not subject to appeal. This is a matter of a faculty
·
· is
· su b Jee
·
t
tember' s right
to give a grade. Do you think it
0 appeal?
I think in the past any instance involving
l ag1.WHITESIDE
P
·
'
'
St arism has, according
to procedure,
gone before the
/~:nt Standards Board. Any of the rest of you can correct
p 1 I am wrong -- and it automatically goes there if the
rofessor wishes to ...

ana i!R~eD~N As I understand it, a professor gives an F
act·
wishes to recommend the student for additional
lon, then he sends the case to the Board·
WHITESIDE
appeal.

This is right -- or if the student wishes to

sa" BOCK I think the paragraph on "Jurisdiction" clearly
15
'
'
. t Y 15
.
ap that discipline
by an official of the Universi
th~e~!able~ but then if a plagiarism case is affirme~ by
Ult· an, isn't the Dean's decision appealable? So it could
1 rnate1
appeal.
Y reach the student standards Board on the stu a en t' 5
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POPEJOY
BOCK

Ll

Are you talking about a grade?

An F grade is not appealable.

POPEJOY

The Dean does not affirm grades, I believe.

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT I have a feeling this should go back
to the Policy Cornrni ttee but I don• t know if any such motion
is in order to make it.
I have a feeling it is too long,
too -- if I were a student fresh out of high school and got
in trouble, I would be scared. I wouldn't go anywhere after
reading 5 page s of what I might do and whom to contact. Mr.
Huber is perfectly right. A student possesses as many rights
and should be protected as much as we, but we should take
into consideration that the cases which come up there are
not quite as seriW and that the student is invariably scared
even to go through the Dean, and to go in front of a Committee -- I haven ' t read all of that thing, but i t I s like in
front of a jury downtown in the courthouse. I think whatever
~e procedure, i t should not be so legalized; it should be
in a more calm manner so as not to scare the student away·
1 really think it should go back to the Policy Committee,
but I don I t know what the procedure is to send it back·
PROFESSOR VARLEY

I would like to raise a question.

Does the Dean of Men have any of the same reservations as

th\Dean.. of Women has?

And , if not, the whole problem rests
on he difference between boys and girls.
SIMONS I am very much interested in Dean Whiteside's
c ent that a situation of this kind should have educational
va~ue and purposes . May I add this comment. I have served
~lee on the Stu dent Standards Committee. At one time I
ought the students were well educated in student government;
at other times I felt there was no education whatever but
~rhaps
of desire for education. Isn't there any
Provisio a lot
·
· d in
·
st
n in this document to get the students traine
~~de~t government? If they are merely appointed from among
st 5 Udents, we may get good students and we may get bad
· d mora 1 e in
·
stUdents I b ut we should make an effort to buil
Udent government. That really is the core of the matter.

C
~ROFESSOR DRUMMOND I would like to ask if the student
ounc11
react. h as had a chance to look at this and, 1· f so, th ei· r
lon.
SWIHART Our feeling was that the Faculty should have
e
first
for th . opportunity, then it would be sent to the s t u d en t s
eir reaction.
~L

""1

6.1

, 3

a5
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.MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT Perhaps we better let the students
on it first: it concerns students more than faculty.

ITH Mr . President, I think I can say that, while

I

e students have not seen this statement, they are generally in agreement -- their leadership -- with the
principles involved in it. May I say also, on the basis
of extensive experience, I don ' t think the student culprit
ill be di smayed by the l egalistic langua ge which is designed
to protect him .
BOCK One more question. Would this apply also to a
tudent organization and, if so , would they be represented
by its Pres i dent?
SWIHART It was not our intent to include anything
except disciplinary action against a particular student.
If the action is against an organization and might be looked
~n as affecting very seriously the individual students
nvolved , then they would have recourse to the Committee·
SMITH I think i t means a little more than that, Pross~r Swihart, if I may. For example, I believe it was
e intent of the ad hoc committee that a disciplinary action
·- or decision -- in a rest hall, for example, might be
ppealed to the Student standards Committee for review·
MEMBER

I move the previous question.

FR~EDMAN A point of information which might take
~;ecedence. How is a student definl ed? We had the problem
a student who finished his course work but had not
9taduat
"t
e d and the case was not brought before the Stu d en t
::i ~n~ards Committee at that time.
Is a student a student
ls taking 3 courses , 15 courses? How is a student
efinea.
POPEJOY In these cases mentioned, I believe the students
re not on campus for anything.

l
I

SWIHART If you are referring to the Jon Michael case,
as~ume if he were un campus ne wvu.Ld be subject to the
Ysical jurisdiction of this Committee and could have
e~led Whatever action might have been taken by that
ltt ee. The problem there was not only a question°
.
f
tus b
' ut a question of presence.

t:

l:IUBER A point of clarification, Professor Swihart.
ading Section l, under " Jurisdiction," you exclude
ers subject to the jurisdiction of the Radio and student

A: ,,-. IT"'

" l' t· - !'
....... . • 1,t ..)
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Publications Board, and I believe the third sentence that I
feel refers to an original action, original jurisdiction,
when you get to appellate jurisdiction later in the paragraph, "Any student who feels that he has been unjustly
disciplined by any other campus board or committee or by
an official of the University has the right to appeal to
the Committee . " Does the exclusion still apply on appeals
from judgments of the Radio and Student Publications Board?
SWIHART That was the intent of the Committee and the
intent of the ad hoc committee. The first sentence would
exclude from jurisdiction entirely matters coming before
the Radio and Publications Boards.
PROFESSOR IVINS
POPEJOY
MEMBER

I second the motion.

Are you ready to make a motion?
The motion has been made and seconded.

POPEJOY A motion for the previous question? This is
not debatable . All inf avor indicate by saying "aye·"
FACULTY

A ye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No .

POPEJOY

The "aye's" have it.

MEMBER
j:

POPEJOY

Was this motion ...

SWIHART

Motion to adopt •••

MEMBER
SWIHART
HUBER

th

What have we voted?

No .
The previous question on the floor was to adopt.
That was to cut off debate, and takes two-thirds.

SWIHART Is there a motion before the floor to adopt
e Policy? I think so.

regar!~PEJoy No, this was a motion for the previous question
lng the motion for recommendations of the Committee.
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HUBER

The previous question was to adopt the policy.

POPEJOY

This motion carried.

MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT

I don't understand.

POPEJOY He moved the previous question and we are
voting agreement that the previous question will be voted
on . Isn't that right?
HUBER

Just to close off debate takes two-thirds.

POPEJOY That's right. Does anyone challenge the
vote. I have ruled that i t passed. This was the motion
to vote on the previous motion -- a motion to shut off
debate is what it amounts to and, if this motion passed
by a two-thirds ' majority, there will not be any more
debate and we will vote on the original motion. All in
favor of the motion indicate by a show of hands.
DURRIE
POPEJOY
DURRIE

(After counting)

39.

All opposed, a show of hands.
(After counting)

6•

. POPEJOY The debate has been concluded on the original
otion. I assume that a call for the question is in order·
All in . f avor of the original motion
·
· d.ica t e
to approve, in
by
saying II aye . "

0

FACULTY

A ye .

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No .

. POPEJOY The chair is in doubt.
tion t 0 adopt , a show of hands.
DURRIE
POPEJOY
DURRIE

(After counting)

All in favor of the

27.

All opposed, a show of hands.
(After counting)

24.

~· POPEJOY The motion is carried. Does anyone have anylng else to bring before the Faculty?
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SMITH Mr. President, I don't want to argue with the
vote of the Faculty, but I would like to say that I am
troubled by the lack of unanimity with respect to so really
an important policy question as is implied in this document.
I feel that the debate was not sufficient and I think there
were substantial points which were raised which were not
discussed at any length. I think that had this come up
ear lier in the meeting it might have had a better hand ling .
I hope that there is a possibility of reconsidering it at
a later time.

WYNN

A member who voted "yes" could move for recon-

sideration.
WOLLMAN

I move we reconsider.

REGENER

Second .

POPEJOY

Do you want to vote on that?

MEMBER

Question.

~OPEJOY Are you ready?
deration, indicate by saying
)

.. All in favor of reconsiII aye. 11

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The "aye's" have it.

What would you suggest,

Dean Smith?

b SMITH Merely that it be placed on the agenda for a
sut· sequent meeting.
I don, t feel that it needs reconsiderashouia
ion a t th hands of the Policy Committee but felt it
7
be discussed further.

A motion to adjourn is in order.

POPEJOY

ADAMs

So move.

POPEJOY
)

MEMBER
POPEJOY

Is there a second to the motion?
Second.
II
All in favor, say "aye.

., ·r
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..l. Uo

FACULTY

Aye •

POPEJOY

Opposed?

The meeting is adjourned.

Adjournment, 5:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty.
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NEW STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES OF
THE COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE
(In accordance with Sec. 20 of the revised policy)
The pr 1ncipal functions of the Conuni t tee on Academic F re e dorn and
Tenu re are to discharge the functions assigned to it under t he
provisions of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure; from
time to time to review the Policy and recommend appropriate
changes in it; to recommend approval or disapproval of applic at1.uris
for sabbatical leave; and to make recommendations for appropriate
changes in the sabbatical leave policy of the University.
(Nine regular members and five alternates, all of whom
shall be members of the Voting Faculty, with tenure.
Not more than one member of any department shall serve
as a regular member or an alternate on the Committee at
the same time. Nominations shall be made from the
floor at the regular faculty meeting preceding the
7lection meeting. Additional names may be pl~ced
in nomination by written petition signed by five
members of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty
Secretary at least ten days before the scheduled electi on
meeting. Election of regular committee members and
alternates shall be at a regular faculty meeting ~uring
the second semester of each academic year. Election
of regular members and alternates shall be by a single
preferential ballot. The term of service shall be two
years for regular Committee members and one year for
alternates. No regular Committee member shall serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms. F~r a
complete statement of the composition, functions
and duties of the committee on Academic Freedom .
and Tenure see Section 20 of the Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure.)

March 17, 1964
STUDENT STANDARDS POLICY

A. JURISDICTION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDENT STANDARDS COMMITTEE

Sec tion l. Jurisdiction. The Student Standards Corruni ttee is a
hearing board for disciplinary matters concerning the student
communityexcept disciplinary matters subject to the jurisdiction
of the Radio and Student Publications Boards. Cases may come befo re the Corruni ttee on the motion of any member of the University
community. Any student who feels that he has been unjustly disciplined by any other campus board or corruni ttee or by an official
of the University has the right to appeal to the Corruni ttee.
If
the Committee is evenly divided on a matter appealed to it, the
decision appealed from shall be deemed affirmed. In all other
cases, an even division shall be treated as a determination
that no action be taken.

The Corrunittee may affirm or reverse disciplinary action already taken. In cases where the action has not yet been taken,
the Committee may decide whether disciplinary action should be
taken, and if so, the extent of it. Decisions of the Corrunittee
may ~e appealed to the President of the University by any of the
parties involved. The Committee shall have appellate jurisdiction
fo r students wishing to appeal on-campus parking violation cases·
me
(a} (i}
On-Campus: A student is subject ~o.d~sciplina:Y
it a~ures by the Committee for his on-campus act1 v1 ties only if
15 shown that the student has acted in a way which adversely
t~ f~cts the University's educational function or disrupts corrununi t y
lving on campus. The campus shall include all University-connected s orority
.
and fraternity houses.
(ii) Off-Campus: A student is not subject to disciplinary
~7asures by the Committee for off-campus activities except those
a~r:~tly.related to the University's educational function, such .
demo ealing examinations from a professor's house, and those wh~ch
d nstrate the probability that the student constitutes a physical
anger t 0 h imself
·
or others on campus.
by th (b) Fr.e e Speech: In no case shall a student be di~cipli1_1ed

clud ~ ~ommi ttee for exercising those constitutional . rights instuae in the First Amendment. In exercising such rights' n'?
the ~nt shall claim, without authorization, to speak 0 ~ ac~ in
As a ame of the University or one of its student organizations·
e>cerc~ember of a community of educated persons, a studen~ ~hould
se reasonable self-discipline when speaking as a citizen.

(~h

case,
.1..imi tation:
In determining whether t<;> act in a par~~<?u~ a f
non~u . e Committee shall consider whether police or other O 1.cia
agai n~~versity action has been taken or is l~kely . to be ~ake1_1
like!
the student, and whether such non-university action is d
in thy to be effective in deterring similar conduct by the stu ent
Uni ve e ~uture · In all cases it shall be understood that the
rsity•s function is edu~ational and not penal.
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section 2. Membership. ( a)
The Student Standards Committee
shall consist of eight regular members--four from the Voting
Faculty and four from the student body--and four alternate members, two from the Voting Faculty and two from the student body.
The alternates shall sit when regular members are unable to
attend, disqualify themselves, or resign from the Committee. At
least one regular member from the Voting Faculty and one from
the student body shall be women.
(b) Regular Committee members from the Voting Faculty shall

be appointed by the Policy Cammi ttee for two-year terms, with
the terms being staggered so that two members are appointed
every year. Al tern ate members shall be appointed for one-year
terms.
(c) Committee members from the student body shall be appoint ed by the President of the Associated Students for two-year terms,
wi th the terms being staggered so that two members are appointed
ever¥ year. No regular member from the student body shall be
appointed unless he has achieved junior status by having earned
at least 60 credit hours.

(d) Present members of the Committee shall serve until their

te ~s expire. In making the original appointments under th~s
policy, the Policy Committee and the President of the Associated
Students shall specify the appointees who are to serve two years
and those who are to serve one year. No Committee member shall
serve more than two consecutive two-year terms·
(e) One of the faculty appointees shall be designated tempor~ry chairman by the Policy committee to serve until the committee meets to elect its own chairm~ from among the student
m
bernb ers. The chairman shall be a voting member of the Commi· tt ee ,
ut shall cast only one vote.

B. RULES GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE STUDENT STANDARDS
COMMITTEE
Section 1.

Statement of

·
Da t e.
Charqes--Answer--Hearing

ei th ( a) Pr<;>ceedings before the Committee shall be coi:im~nced
Part er by (1.) a written communication from the complaining
mitt y to the student charged and to the Chairman of the Comfoll~e, or (ii) the filing of a notice of appea~ l;Y the stud~n:
ing Wed by a written communication from the original complai n
Part~arty. The communication shall state with reasonable
stud~culari ty the charges being made, and the copy sent. to the
cornpo~~ ~hall contain a statement of the functions, duties and
ltion of the Committee and a copy of these rules.
· c (b) w1.· th·in one week of receipt o f th e statement of charges
in
ab ases of original complaint against the student (Sl(a) (i)
se~:e~' the student shall submit a written answer which sh~t! ~e
O the complaining party and the Chairman of the Co~i
The
e'
bef answer shall state whether the student desires a hearing
ore the Committee, and in the student's discretion, may
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detail the defense the student plans to present. In the discretion of the Chairman, the one-week period for answer may be
extended.
(c) Upon receipt of the statement of charges and the answer
in cases where one is called for, the Chairman of the Cornrni ttee,
~ter consulting the parties, shall set a time and place for
the hearing. In setting such time, the Chairman shall take into
~count the partiesJ need for sufficient time to prepare their
presentations .
Section 2. Student's Failure to Answer. If the student fails to
a~swer the statement of charges or if he indicates that he desires no hearing, the Committee, at its option, may consider
whether the complaining party's statement of charges constitutes
adequate grounds for disciplinary action. If the Committee finQs
that the stated charges do constitute grounds for disciplinary
action, it shall determine the extent of such action. In its
discretion, the Committee may investigate the truth of the charges
and request that the complaining party present proof thereof·
The Committee shall forward its decision, with reasons stated,
to the complaining party, to the student charged, and to the
Dean of Men or Dean of Women, as the case may be·
Section 3. Failure to File Specific Statements of . Ch~rges . Wh~n
a student appeals to the Committee concerning disciplinary action
taken against him, the original complaining party must file the
~iaterne~t of charges contemplated by Sectio~ l.wi~hin ten ~ays
receipt of notice of the appeal or the disciplinary action
appealed from shall be deemed reversed. The ten-day period
can be extended for a reasonable period of time in the discretion
of the Chairman •
Sect·ion 4. Proceedings Before Committee. If the student f i· 1 es
an answer as contemplated in Section 1, the following procedures shall be followed:
re

(a) Unless both the complaining party and the st~dent
the hearing before the Committee shall
e Private.

b que~t a public hearing,

other (b). If any facts are in dispute, testimony of witnesses and
evidence shall be received.
opt· (c) The student and the complaining party sJ:lall haveb t~~
lon of being represented by counsel or an adviser, or O •
(d) The hearing normally shall proceed as follows:

(i) Presentation of evidence in support of the statement
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

of charges;
The student's evidence in answer;
The rebuttal evidence;
The student's rebuttal evidence;
Closing arguments.
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(e} The student and the complaining party, their representatives, and Committee members shall have the right, within reasonable limits, to question all witnesses who testify orally.

(f) The Committee, if it deems it desirable, may proceed
independently to secure the presentation of evidence at the hearing.
(g) A verbatim record of the proceeding shall be kept, the
cost of such record being borne by the University. In the usual
case, the record shall consist of a tape recording of the proceeding. Such recording shall be retained by the Cornrni ttee
until the time for appeal to the President shall have passed.
Unless both parties agree to its necessity, no typed record
shall be made. The University shall bear the cost if a typed
record is made.

(h) The student shall have the aid of the University administration and the Committee, when needed, in securing the attendance of witnesses and in obtaining information necessary to
answer the charges made against him.
(i) Except as provided in this paragraph, the parties shall
h~ve the opportunity to be confronted at the hearing by all
witnesses.
When it is impossible for either party to secure the attend~nce of a witness at the hearing the statement which is to be
int ro duced at the hearing shall be
'
· ·
·
d
reduced to writing
an d signe
~ye the wttness, and shall be disclosed to the oth~r pa 7ty suffi~{ .ntly 1.n ... advance to per-mit ,0s.µcb other .party,. to ;1-nterragate~the
tnegs_p~tor
rogat
h
. to
. the hearing_,. If ·. the. mther rnarty. .fails ·to inter.
e t e _witness ~within a reas9nable time or if he~does inter~ogate---t~e ~i tness and _the · reply is reduceq _to_wl:i tlng and · si<?ned
!~e w1. tnes_s, the_ original stq!;~ment - toqether with the replies,
Y, shall be admissible in the hearing.
(j) The Committee shall not be required to follow formal
court p rocedures or judicial rules of evidence.
.

d

Section 5.
or

Consideration of Matter by Committee.

(a) After hearing the evidence, the Committee may request

accept written arguments from the parties.
se

· ns in executive
. (b) Th e Committee shall reach its cone 1usio
ssion.

adv (c) If the Committee finds that the student's coi:iduct has
di ersely affected the University's educational function' has
pr~~up~e~ community living on campus, or has de~onstrated the
him ability that the student constitutes a physical danger to
di S~lf or others on campus it shall, in determining wha~
or s~lPlinary action should be taken, consider whether I?0l1<?:e1
to b ther official off-campus action has been taken or 15 11 · Y
e taken against the studentr and whether such off-campus
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action is likely to be effective in deterring similar conduct
If final off-campus action has
not been taken by the time the Committee considers the case,
the Cornmi ttee may, in its discretion, delay its decision until
the off-campus action has been taken.

by the student in the future.

(d) The Committee shall notify the complaining party and
the student of its decision. If either of them so requests or
if an appeal is taken, the Committee shall prepare an opinion
containing specific findings of fact supporting its conclusions
on each of the stated charges. These fin dings shall be sent to
both parties. The Committee• s decision shall be communicated to
the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women, as the case may be, so
that appropriate administrative action can be taken to implement
the Committee's decision.
Section 6. Review by President. If a request is made by either
party within ten days of receipt of notification of the Committee's
decision, the President shall review the matter. His review
shall be based on (i) the record made before the Committee;
(ii) the Committee's written opinion; and (iii) oral or w:itten
arguments made to him by the parties or their representatives.
Afte 7 consulting the parties, the President may arrange for a
hearing with all parties present.
If the President concludes that additional evidence should
be taken, he shall remand the matter to the Committee for
further proceedings.
If he concludes that the record is com~~ete ! he may affirm, reverse or modify the Com.'llitt7e' s de~erination. The President's decision shall be communicated in
writing to the Chairman of the Committee, to the complaini~g
party and to the student within thirty days of the case being
appe~l~d to him.
If for any reason the President is unable to
Participate in the appellate process, the appea~ shall be heard
and the decision made by the Academic Vice President·
Sect·
·
a ~on 7. Records. The Chairman of the Commit~ee,
or his
reco rd
t;Point7e, shall keep a record of Committee actions, su~h
n be filed at the end of each academic year in the office of the
ean of Men.
~~Ction 8. Parking Violations. In the committee's discretion ,
ine lr~cedures outlined herein need not be followed in cases
vo ving parking violations on campus·

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 14, 1964
To:
From:
Re:

Policy Committee
Dale Swihart
Proposed Functions and Duties Statement

Functions, Duties, and Composition of the Student Standards
Committee
The Student Standards Committee is a hearing board for
disciplinary matters concerning the student community except disciplinary matters subject to the jurisdiction of
the Radio and Student Publications Boards. cases may come
be~ore the Committee on the motion of any member of the
University community. Any student who feels that he has
b~en unjustly disciplined by any other campus board or committee or by an official of the University has the right to
appeal to the Committee. The Committee may affirm or rever~e disciplinary action already taken. In cases where
action has not yet been taken, the Committee may decide
whether disciplinary action should be taken, and if so,
the extent of it. Decisions of the Committee may be appeal~d to the President of the university by any of the parties
in~olved.
(A complete statement of the jurisdiction, members~ip, and rules of procedure of the Student Standards Committee has been adopted by the General Faculty. A copy of
the de~ailed policy may be secured from the Secretary of
the University.)
(Four faculty members, including a temporary chai~man and also two alternates, nominated by the Policy
Committee (at least one regular member shall be_a
woman); regular committee members shall be appointed
for two-year terms 1 with the terms being staggered
so that two members are appointed every year; alternate members shall be appointed for one-year terms.
No committee member shall serve more than two consecutive two-year terms. Also four student members ,
with two student alternates (at least one of t~e
regular student members shall be a woman) appointed
by the President of the Associated Students.
(See .
the Student Standards Policy for complete information
on the selection of student members . ) The permanent
chairman of the committee shall be one of the four
r7gular student members; the permanent chairman
will be a voting member, but shall cast only one
vote.)

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

March 23, 1964
To:

University Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

From:

Subject:

Nominations for Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee

At the meeting of the University Faculty held March 17, 1964, the
following persons were nominated for service on the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Cammi ttee for 1964-65:
Baughman (English
Blum (Mathematics)
Bundy (Speech)
Cottrell (Civil Engineering)
Crawford (Sec. Educ.)
Freedman (English)
Dabney (History)
Goode (Bus. Admin.)
Green (Physics)
Hamilton (Economics)
Keller (Music)
Keppers (Ed'l. & Admin. Serv.)

Lewis (Mathematics)
Lopes (Mod. Languages)
May (Civil Engineering)
Mayer-Kalkschmidt (Math.)
Newman (Anthropology)
Norman (Psychology)
Schroeder (Home Economics)
Stahl ( Pharmacy)
Weihofen (Law)
Woodhouse (Sociology)
Wynn (English)
Zintz (Elem. Educ.)

A~ditional names may be placed in nomination by written petition
;1gned by five members of the Voting Faculty presented to the
acu~ty Secretary at least ten days before the scheduled election
:e7ting. This means that names must be submitted no later than
April 3. Nominees must be members of the Voting Faculty
d1 . tenure.
They may not be departmental chairmen or others
/ 81 ~nated as ex-officio members of the Voting Faculty in Article 1 ,
mecbtion l, (b) of the Faculty Constitution. Not more than one
em er of any department shall serve as a regu 1 ar me mb er o r an
alt
ernate on the Committee at the same time.

;q~ay,

The
·
.
(A new
.
po 1 icy
requires that the agenda for the election
mee t.1.ng
11 . 13 ) shall contain the names and departments of all n'?minees.
for t Wll~ be done I but the present memorandum is sent espec1.a1 1
on M he information of those who were unable to attend the meeting
arch 17th.

Thl~

r

